Everything you need for your installation in a single box
The most economical solution for small installations
Audio and video, digital and analogical, B/W and colour systems for coaxial cable or twisted pair
Pre-programmed digital systems, wired and ready for use
New intercommunication KITS
The new generation of ALCAD KITS includes a variety of innovations, both aesthetic and technical, as well as an increase in the number of KIT systems. There are new digital audio systems, colour video for both coaxial cable and twisted pair, and completely new Intercommunication system KITS. In addition to their redesigned panels, these models incorporate numerous improvements over previous systems. These improvements make installations with out KITS even easier to perform. Now, for example, all the telephones and monitors of our digital systems leave the factory pre-programmed, thereby saving the installer time and effort. Another significant change is that concentrators of calls are no longer necessary. This makes a major difference when installing other accessory systems in flush-mounted boxes, since the space previously taken up by the concentrators is now free. In short, the new generation of ALCAD KITS presents a solution which is economical, easy to install, and equipped for any configuration your installation requires.